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Towards P5: overview
The next release of the TEI Guidelines has three aims:
Interoperability taking advantage of the work done by

others
Expansion addressing areas as yet untamed
Internal audit cleaning up the accretions of a decade
Warning!
1. P5 will not necessarily be backward compatible with

P4
2. P4 is now frozen (apart from bug fixes)
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Interoperability
A lot of other people have been working in this area
since 1987!
TEI P5 must fit into a joined-up digital world, along with
* W3C standards (XLink, schema, etc)
* Unicode character encoding
* Specialized markup vocabularies (MathML, SVG,

DocBook, etc)
* Other metadata schemas (METS, EAD, etc)
* ISO standards for terminology and data registration
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Expansion and revision
The P5 Guidelines will contain (at least) some new
materials
* Manuscript description
* Multimedia and graphics
* Authoring and tag documentation
And some that is substantially revised:
* feature structures
* manuscript transcription
* character encoding
* terminology, header, linking and stand off. . .
And some materials may be ruthlessly excised. . .
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Here be Dragons!
Your old files will not work with P5:
1. <TEI.2> is now <TEI>; <teiCorpus.2> is now
<teiCorpus>

2. TEI elements are in the
http://www.tei-c.org/P5/ namespace

3. attribute values may have changed. . . Y|N is now
true|false

4. . . . or disappeared (Unicode issues; lang may
become xml:lang; ID/IDREF may disappear)

5. Your TEI extension files will require almost certainly
require re-writing —but there will be substantial
payoffs
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Here be Treasures!
Some new technical advantages:
1. Unicode
2. Multiple schema validation facilities
3. Classes can be implemented directly in RelaxNG
4. Better modularization tools
5. Proper integration with W3C standards (eg linking)
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Internal audit
A lot of water has passed under the bridge since LB
and CMSMcQ defined ODD on a Norwegian table cloth
to provide a literate programming environment for the
TEI.
* Remove dependencies on SGML DTD technology
* Simplify the ODD language
* Document the intended behaviour of ODD

processors
* Generate DTDs and schemas
* Modularize documentation production
* Use class system more consistently
* Build new generation of ODD-aware tools
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Progress report
* Content models for elements replaced by RelaxNG

patterns
* Attribute values normalized where possible, linked to

W3C schema datatypes where relevant
* ODD language revised, simplified and turned into a

tagset
* SGML remnants (largely) removed
* Examples now part of markup, in own namespace

We can directly convert all current P4 sources to new
P5 format, and generate HTML, schema and DTD for
the whole of the current source: using perl and xslt.
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What does a new ODD look like?
<tagDoc id="XREF" usage="opt">
<Name>xref</Name>
<equiv/>
<gloss>extended reference</gloss>
<classes names="CLLOC XPOINTER TERMINCL"/>
<elementContent>

<rng:ref name="paraContent"/>
</elementContent>
<desc>defines a reference to another location in the

current document, or an external document,
using an extended pointer notation,
possibly modified by additional text or
comment.</desc>
</tagDoc>
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Attributes in an ODD
<attList>

<attDef usage="req">
<Name>sigil</Name>
<equiv/>
<datatype target="datatype.Text"/>
<valDesc>the identifier to be used for this witness

or witness group in the <att>wit</att> attribute
of readings in the apparatus.</valDesc>

<desc>indicates the sigil for one witness or for
one group of witnesses to which readings are assigned
in a critical apparatus.</desc>

<eg/>
<remarks>
<p>In local encoding schemes, the value of the

<att>id</att> attribute can be used as the sigil, and
the declared value of the <att>wit</att> attribute may
be changed to IDREF, so as to ensure that only witnesses
referred to in a <gi>witness</gi> element contained
within a <gi>witList</gi> may occur in the value of
any <att>wit</att> attribute on a reading element within
an apparatus.</p>

</remarks>
</attDef>
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Examples in an ODD
<exemplum>
<xmleg xmlns="http://www.tei-c.org/P5/Examples/">
<persName><foreName>Edward</foreName>
<foreName>George</foreName><surname
type="linked">Bulwer-Lytton</surname>,
<roleName>Baron Lytton of
<placeName>Knebworth</placeName></roleName></persName>

</xmlScreen>
</exemplum>
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A fragment of schema
<define name="xref">

<element name="xref">
<ref name="content.xref"/>

</element>
</define>
<define name="content.xref">

<ref name="attributes.xref"/>
<ref name="paraContent"/>

</define>
<define name="class.loc" combine="choice">

<ref name="xref"/>
</define>
<define name="class.terminologyInclusions"

combine="choice">
<ref name="xref"/>

</define>
<define name="attributes.xref"

combine="interleave">
<ref name="a.global"/>
<ref name="a.xPointer"/>
<optional>

<attribute name="TEIform" a:defaultValue="xref">
<text/>

</attribute>
</optional>

</define>
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A simple user schema
<grammar ns="http://www.tei-c.org/P5/"
xmlns="http://relaxng.org/ns/structure/1.0"
datatypeLibrary=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes">
<include href="../Schema/tei.rng"/>
<include href="../Schema/verse.rng"/>
<include href="../Schema/figures.rng"/>
<include href="../Schema/analysis.rng"/>
<include href="../Schema/linking.rng"/>
</grammar>
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A more complex user schema
...
<include href="../Schema/linking.rng">
<define name="ab"> <notAllowed/></define>
<define name="when"> <notAllowed/></define>
<define name="attributes.xref" combine="interleave">

<ref name="a.global"/>
<ref name="a.xPointer"/>
<optional>

<attribute name="url"><text/></attribute>
</optional>
<optional>
<attribute name="TEIform" a:defaultValue="xref">
<text/>

</attribute></optional>
</define>
</include>
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. . . and in compact notation
...
include "../Schema/linking.rnc" {
ab = notAllowed
when = notAllowed
attributes.xref &=

a.global,
a.xPointer,
attribute url { text }?,
([a:defaultValue="xref"] attribute TEIform {text}?)
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Including math?
...
<include href="../Schema/mathml2-main.rng"/>

<include href="../Schema/tei.rng">

<define name="datatype.Formula">
<ref name="mathml.math"/>

</define>

</include>

<include href="../Schema/figures.rng">
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Mixed namespace editing, in
Emacs
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Where from here? (1) external
1. Start editing in P5 ODD format
2. Get stuck into new manuscript chapter
3. New chapter on character encoding
4. Rewrite chapter on linking
5. Rewrite text of Guidelines to cover schema world
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And where from here? (2) internal
1. Complete revision of ODDs
2. Rewrite HTML and PDF display
3. Generate W3C schemas
4. Pizza-chef replacement
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Web display of guidelines,
showing compact Relax syntax
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Pizza to Sushi
The Pizza Chef is a front end to a DTD compiler. The
user has to
* Download a pair of DTD extension files and edit

them by hand
* Create extensions or changes in DTD language
* Create her own documentation
Can we do better with roma? This
* Works with Relax NG instead of DTD
* Can output Relax, W3C schema, and DTD
* Automates a number of common extensions
* Can generate reference documentation of selected

elements
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Roma stage 1
First choose which base tagsets and extra modules,
and what sort of output is required:
* RelaxNG schema
* compiled RelaxNG schema
* compact RelaxNG schema
* W3C schema
* compiled DTD
You will also say if you want to
* Leave elements as they are
* Configure elements, including them by default
* Configure elements, excluding them by default
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Roma stage 1, verbose interface
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Roma stage 1, expert interface
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Roma stage 2, choosing entity
sets
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Roma stage 2, expert mode
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Roma stage 2, renaming elements
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General options which can be
turned on and off
1. date elements to be validated against an ISO date

format (Schema only)
2. <xptr>, <xref> and <figure> elements to

support a url

3. TEI Lite features to be activated
4. <formula> element should force content to be

MathML (Schema only)
5. <figure> element should allow SVG (Scaleable

Vector Graphics) elements (Schema only)
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Simple result
<grammar ...>
<include href="tei.rng"/>
<include href="figures.rng">
<define name="formula"><notAllowed/></define>
<define name="table"><notAllowed/></define>
<define name="figDesc">
<element name="caption">
<ref name="c.figDesc"/>

</element>
</define>
<define name="figure">
<element name="graphic">
<ref name="c.figure"/>

</element>
</define>

</include>
</grammar>
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Element renaming
Input:
<define name="figure">
<element name="figure">
<ref name="c.figure"/>

</element>

Redefinition:
<define name="figure">
<element name="graphic">
<ref name="c.figure"/>

</element>
</define>

ie define an element called <graphic>, which has the
same content model as the old <figure>, and is
inside the pattern called figure. An attribute
TEIform identifies the original name.
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Generation of alternate outputs
1. DTD compilation performed by carthago
2. RelaxNG schema flattening performed by an XSLT

transform
3. compact RelaxNG generated by James Clark’s
trang

4. W3C Schema generated by James Clark’s trang

MathML and SVG inclusion are managed by simply
<include>ing the relevant RelaxNG grammars, each
in their own namespace.
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Creating new elements
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What is missing?
* An interface to add elements with arbitrary content

models
* An interface for adding and removing attributes from

classes
* A method for adding new classes
* A way of generating module-specific documentation
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Where have we got to (Nov 2003)?
(1)
* Character encoding nearly complete

* to go to TEI Council 1Q04
* Tag documentation (ODDs for ODD) nearly complete

* A P4-derived P5 Schema now exists
* Prototype now under test in Oxford
* Available by end of 2003

* Multimedia progressing
* Many relevant recommendations from SO WG
* Much testing still to be done
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Where have we got to (Nov 2003)?
(2)
* Manuscripts started

* WG has agreed way of unifying existing proposals
* Area to be scoped out by SIG
* New ODD to be drafted 1Q04

* Collaborative work with ISO TC37/SC4
* FS Part 1 due to move to DIS in Feb 2004
* FS Part 2 work to commence 1Q04
* Metadata and Terminology waiting to start

* Authoring
* Area to be scoped out by SIG
* New ODD to be drafted 1Q04
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When will it be published?
err. . . Council has to review. . . Board has to decide. . .
* when it’s ready!
* first draft for comment and testing by end March

2004


